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S.T.E.A.M. Activity guide!  
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Can you crack the code? 
Facilitator Guide 

Difficulty Level: Easy Peasy 

 

Scenario: Special Agents (Kids age 6-10) receive an urgent secret communication from 
Q. Help her crack a code to unlock a secret message from the future! The answer to the 
puzzle reveals a clue about Forsynthia, book #2!  

Learning Goals: Teamwork/collaboration, Critical thinking and problem solving. 

Where Will This Work? Activity designed for classrooms, homeschools library special 
events, and book store community events.  

Activity Time: Est. 20 minutes.  
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Classrooms, Library Events, 
Bookstore special eveNts,  
and homeschoolers! 



Components/Downloads:  
1. Forsynthia Rise of the Cupcakes Book 
2. Letter from Q: (included in this guide) 

1. Extra: Envelopes if you have them!  
3. Clear Tape 
4. Decryption Pieces (cut apart)  
5. Optional: Envelopes 

 Set-Up/Directions: 15 minutes 
1. Print Q’s letter with the puzzle 
2. Print the Decryption Pieces and cut out.  
3. Place Q’s letter and pieces of the key in envelopes for each participant. If you do 

not have envelopes, roll the cut Decryption Pieces inside the letter.  
4. Tape secret messages under chairs for everyone to find when activity starts.  
5. Set up complete!  

Group Directions: (see below for independent worker adaptation) 
1. Start: find the secret letter and Decryption Pieces pasted underneath your chair.  
2. Read together!  
3. Instruct: Alright let’s first build this key! We are going to put it together in order of 

the alphabet on the board so that everyone can see. Who has A?  
1. Continue through the alphabet.  
2. Comment on how the shapes match the secret code in the letter.  
3. Notice: a few of the pieces are missing! Instead there is a clue.  
4. Use the book to solve the missing letter in the decryption key.  

4. Solve the puzzle to reveal the hint about book #2 together!  

Adaptations:  
Independent: This activity can easily be done as an independent activity without 
assistance. Simply print the Letter From Q, and hand it out!  

Group Event: Print out all of the clues and the letters, make the key together on the 
board, use the book to find the missing pieces, and then solve the puzzle! 
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Forsynthia: Rise of  the Cupcakes
CAN YOU CRACK THE CODE?

Hello fellow super secret SMB agents, 

My name is, well actually I can’t tell you my name 

because it is a secret... but I have an urgent message 

for you! I received a code that I can’t crack. It is up 

to you to figure it out. This secret message unlocks 

a MESSAGE FROM THE FUTURE! 

Can you crack the code TO REVEAL THE SECRET 

HINT ABOUT BOOK #2? 

-Q
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Can you crack the code?
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ANSWER KEY
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Clue!
Page 40, 

second pa
nel, 

first letter in the 
topic of the book. 
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Clue!
Page 134, 

first pa
nel, 

second w
ord, 

third letter.

Clue!
 Page 18, 

first pa
nel, 

sev
enth w

ord, 
first letter. 
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Clue! Page 47, 
first letter. 
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Clue! 
Page 90, 

fifth pa
nel, 

last letter in
the first w

ord.
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Clue! 
Page 106, 
pa

nel 3, 
first letter in 

the six
th w

ord. 
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Clue! 
Page 64, 

third pa
nel, 

first letter in first w
ord 

of restaura
nt na

m
e. 



Library Escape Room Challenge!  
(School, Library, Homeschool) 

Level: Easy Peasy 

Scenario: 
There is only 20 minutes until this cryptex will self destruct and destroy this 
secret message FOREVER! Inside is a MESSAGE FROM THE FUTURE giving a 
super secret hint to Forsynthia, book #2!  

Versions: :  

Independent: Can be done as a solo activity where the participants creates their 
own cryptex (or it can be pre-made), the clues are printed, clues are solved using 
the Forsynthia book, if the participant finds the solution to the cryptex in time 
the participant succeeds and wins the secret message.  

Group: Can be done as a group event where each participant works on their 
own cryptex and gets to take it home!  

Items needed/Downloads:  
1. A toilet paper roll 
2. Print: DIY Cryptex Sheet (included) 
3. Scissors 
4. Clear tape  
5. Print: Code Breaker’s Worksheet (included) 
6. A timer (on the computer or a physical kitchen timer)  

1. Ex. https://www.online-timer.net 
7. Use the QR code to submit your final code and access the secret hint. 

1. NOTE: Libraries may choose to print the QR poster and leave it on a 
table for independent use from patrons.  
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Library Escape ROom  
Challenge! 

https://www.online-timer.net


How to set up the game: 25 minutes 
1. Print out Cryptex sheet, follow directions to put it together (10 min) 
2. Print out the bookmarks and cut them out. (5 mins) 
3. Timer (use one on your phone, bring in a kitchen timer, set a timer on your 

computer…) 
4. Create the Cryptex.  

1. NOTE: You only need one cryptex however if you want to make this 
additionally fun, each kid can make their own cryptex. 

2. To make a cryptex: Cut out the strips , tape them on so that they may rotate 
around the tube. 

3. Draw two colored lines to indicate where the code lines up. 
4. Bookmarks: Follow the directions to place these in the following books 

Adventure Directions:  
1. Have participants make their Cryptex OR have the single codex ready at the 

front of the library/classroom. 
2. Set the timer for 20 minutes (increase or decrease time depending on age 

level) 
3. Hand out Code Breaker’s Worksheet 
4. Give codebreakers their copy of Forsyntha: Rise of the Cupcakes to crack the 

code!  
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cryptex escape room challenge
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Answer Key: FDMDN

Gather supplies Cut and keep in order

Tape so that the paper can 
still rotate around tube

Add blue lines to indicate where 
final code will line up



Forsynthia: Rise of  the Cupcakes
cryptex escape room challenge
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j 6 b 8 s
i s M 2 g
F r r 4 N
A p A D d
G 5 d e h
A A 2 n p
B D z s A
E t l A 5
8 q u y 9
D 7 n l c

Directions: cut out vertical strips. Use clear tape 
to tape in order around cardboard tube. 

Make sure strips can rotate freely.

tuck under
1

tuck under
2

tuck under
3

tuck under
4

tuck under
5
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Did you CRACK 
THE CRYPTEX CODE?

Type in your solution here to 
reveal the secret clue to book #2. 

(Or, head to Forsynthia.com 
and click on the ‘Cryptex Decoder’)

Directions: Type your answer into the 
Password field to see if it is correct! 

Hint: Use all caps
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Monster Cupcake Cut-outs! 

Forsynthia’s Monster Cupcake Cutouts!  
Creators make their own MONSTER 
CUPCAKES!  

Items needed/Downloads:  
1. Cupcake Pieces Template  
2. Construction Paper  
3. Scissors  
4. Glue  
5. Optional: Googly eyes, markers, and 

anything else to make your cupcakes 
extra special!



Forsynthia: Rise of  the Cupcakes
Build Your Own CupCake Monster Activity
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Directions: Cut out the pieces and paste together. 
OR! Use each piece as a stencil to trace on 

colored paper. For advanced artists, challenge 
yourself to add your own face with a marker! 
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Build Your Own CupCake Monster Activity
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Gather supplies cut out shapes Practice arranging

GLUE DOWN ADD WHAT THE ARTIST 
WANTS: FRAME, NOSE, ETC. 

ALL DONE!
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Build Your Own CupCake Monster Activity
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Gather supplies cut out shapes AND 
WITH MARKER ADD PUPILS

GLUE AND GET CREATIVE! 
THIS MONSTER CUPCAKE HAS ARMS, LEGS, 
HAIR, EARS AND GOOGLY EYES!
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Mystery Math Puzzle
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Coloring 
Book!

12 printable 
coloring sheets
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